Journal Packages from The MIT Press
Libraries and institutions can offer a wide range of high-quality scholarship, including many of the most
influential titles in their fields, from MIT Press by subscribing to journal packages: either the full journal
program, or subject-specific collections.
• DRM-free content
• Unlimited simultaneous users
• Free access to backfile content for duration of subscription (many titles go back to 1999)
• Compatible with mobile devices
• Citation download, social sharing, and eTOC alerts
• COUNTER usage reporting

The Arts & Humanities
Journal Collection
Full-text content from leading journals in art, architecture, design, new media, and performance:
• African Arts

• Leonardo Music Journal

• ARTMargins

• The New England Quarterly

• Computer Music Journal

• October

• Dædalus

• PAJ: A Journal of Performance and Art

• Design Issues

• TDR/The Drama Review

• Grey Room

• Thresholds

• Leonardo

The Economics Journal
Collection
Full-text content from journals of global economic scholarship.
• American Journal of Health Economics
• Asian Development Review
• Asian Economic Papers
• Education Finance and Policy
• The Review of Economics and Statistics

The International Affairs, History &
Political Science Journal Collection
Collection including journals looking into international affairs and relations, history and political science:
• Global Environmental Politics
• International Security
• Journal of Cold War Studies
• Journal of Interdisciplinary History
• Perspectives on Science: Historical,
Philosophical, Social

The Science & Technology
Journal Collection
Collection featuring science and technology journals:
• Artificial Life
• Evolutionary Computation
• Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience
• Linguistic Inquiry
• Nautilus*
• Neural Computation
• Presence: Teleoperators
& Virtual Environments

For more information, please contact us!

The MIT Press
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About

Contact Information

MIT Press Direct offers libraries the most comprehensive
digital collections of MIT Press ebooks. The platform hosts
more than 3,000 titles, including Open Access ebooks,
with more than 150 titles added each year. Offerings include
a frontlist collection that include backlist and archive title
access for the whole platform, as well as four subject collections: economics; environmental science; philosophy; and
science, technology, society.

To request a 30 day trial, title list, price quote, or for any other
questions, please contact us at mitp-library-relations@mit.edu

Key Features
• Access to the frontlist comes with term access to
the entire backfile for a year from purchase.

Ordering Information
General Ordering
Please include your subscription account number on all orders.
• Canadian customers, please add 5% GST. Our GST number is
127 618 635.
Subscription Agents
• Our standard agency discount is 3%.

• Unlimited simultaneous users.

• Agents must deduct their discount from the prices on our Price List
when submitting orders by mail or fax. If you do not deduct your
agency discount, we will hold the overpayment on your account to
be used for future orders.

• Perpetual rights options.

• Agents must include complete end user information for all orders.

• Free MARC records and KBART files.

Payments

• COUNTER usage statistics and SUSHI reports.

• Checks and money orders must be in US funds, drawn on a US
bank, and made payable to MIT Press.

• DRM-free: users can print, copy and paste, and download
PDFs by chapter without limits.

• Tiered pricing based on FTE and budget, with no ongoing
maintenance fees.
• Consortia discounts available.

• American Express, VISA, & MasterCard are also accepted.
• Never send credit card information by email.
• We do not have a European Community Value Added Tax
(VAT) number.
• Our wire or bank transfer information is below. Please email
jdpcs-wires@mit.edu when the wire transfer is initiated.
Wire payment ABA routing #: 026 009 593
ACH ABA routing #: 011 000 138
Bank address:
Bank of America, NA, 100 Federal Street, Boston MA 02110
Swift code: BOFAUS3N
Account name: MIT Press Journals
DDA account number: 004632424694 (MIT Incoming Wire)
Please note MIT does not charge for incoming wires. The bank you
use to remit a wire transfer payment will make the transfer according
to its own routing arrangements. If your bank has chosen to use an
intermediary bank to transfer the payment to MIT, the intermediary
bank may deduct their fee from your payment. This appears to be
general banking practice. Please ask your bank if they will use an
intermediary bank to process the transfer, if this bank will charge you
or the receiving bank (MIT’s bank) a fee, and what the amount will be.
The customer is responsible for all bank fees.

MIT Press Frontlist 2021

MIT Press Complete Collection Archives

The Frontlist 2021 collection offers approximately
150 titles published in 2021 for perpetual access.
Included with the frontlist purchase is one-year access
to more than 3,000 backlist eBooks. Key subject areas covered include art and architecture, biomedical
sciences, business and finance, computer science,
cognitive science, design, education, environment,
game studies, humanities, information science, linguistics, neuroscience, new media, philosophy, and social
sciences.

Purchasers of the 2021 Frontlist collection receive term access to more than
3,000 titles published prior to 2021. For libraries and institutions interested in purchasing prior year collections, we offer backlist and archive collections by year.

Pricing
Pricing tiers are based on the most currently available
Carnegie Basic Classification (US) and on institutional
FTE (full time enrollment) and the highest degree
offered (intl). Corporate rates are equivalent
to tier 5. For quotes or questions, please email
mitp-library-relations@mit.edu

Archive Package through 2005
• All eBooks in the complete collection published through 2005
• More than 1,000 titles
• All subject areas
Archive Package 2006–2010
• All eBooks in the complete collection published between 2006 and through 2010
• Nearly 600 titles
• All subject areas
Archive Package 2011–2015
• All eBooks in the complete collection published between 2011 and through 2015
• More than 750 titles
• All subject areas

Tier

Perpetual Price

Archive Package 2016–2018
• All eBooks in the complete collection published between 2016 and through 2018

5/Doctoral Universities FTE 10,000+

$9,000

4/Doctoral Universities FTE 5,000+

$6,750

• All subject areas

3/Master’s Colleges & Universities

$4,500

Backlist Collection
2019 and 2020 titles are available in single year collections.

2/Baccalaureate Colleges

$3,150

1/Associate’s Colleges

$2,250

• More than 430 titles

• 2019 eBook collection includes more than 150 titles
• 2020 eBook collection includes more than 150 titles
Archive and Backlist Pricing
Archive
2005

Archive
2006–2010

Archive
2011–2015

Archive
2016-2018

2019

2020

5/Doctoral
Universities FTE
10,000+

$32,350

$20,126

$30,340

$17,714

$7,482

$8,100

4/Doctoral
Universities FTE
5,000+

$24,263

$15,095

$22,755

$13,287

$5,612

$6,075

3/Master’s
Universities
and Colleges

$16,175

$10,063

$15,170

$8,857

$3,741

$4,050

2/Baccalaureate
Colleges

$11,323

$7,044

$10,619

$6,201

$2,619

$2,835

1/Associate’s
Colleges

$8,088

$5,032

$7,585

$4,430

$1,871

$2,025

Tier

Subject Collections
Economics Collection
The Economics Collection brings together more than 380
titles, including those to be released in 2021. MIT Press has
long been known for the depth and seriousness of the economics books published, and this collection includes work
from Nobel Prize winners Michael Spence, Joseph E. Stiglitz,
Peter Diamond, James J. Heckman, Paul Krugman, Franco
Modigliani, Elinor Ostrom, Edmund S. Phelps, Christopher
Pissarides, Herbert A. Simon, and Jean Tirole.
The collection is available for purchase. Purchasers may
elect to “top up” their collections to maintain completeness.
Pricing
Pricing tiers are based on the most currently available
Carnegie Basic Classification (US) and on institutional FTE
(full time enrollment) and the highest degree offered (intl).
Corporate rates are equivalent to tier 5. For quotes or questions, please email mitp-library-relations@mit.edu
Tier

Perpetual Price

2021 Top Up*

5/Doctoral
Universities FTE
10,000+

$22,036

$700

4/Doctoral
Universities FTE
5,000+

$16,527

$525

3/Master’s
Universities and
Colleges

$11,018

2/Baccalaureate
Colleges
1/Associate’s
Colleges

Science, Technology, and Society
Collection
The Science, Technology, and Society (STS) Collection
consists of more than 290 titles, including those released in
2021. Building on a program in STS established by MIT in the
1970s, MIT Press has become one of the most well regarded
publishers in this area, presenting a diverse and international
group of emerging and established authors. Topics covered
in the STS collection include history of technology and science, transportation, spaceflight, computation, women in
science, energy, and ethics.
The collection is available for purchase. Purchasers may
elect to “top up” their collections to maintain completeness.
Pricing
Pricing tiers are based on the most currently available
Carnegie Basic Classification (US) and on institutional FTE
(full time enrollment) and the highest degree offered (intl).
Corporate rates are equivalent to tier 5. For quotes or questions, please email mitp-library-relations@mit.edu
Tier

Perpetual Price

2021 Top Up*

5/Doctoral
Universities FTE
10,000+

$14,575

$795

4/Doctoral
Universities FTE
5,000+

$10,931

$596

$350

$7,288

$398

$7,713

$245

3/Master’s
Universities and
Colleges

$5,509

$175

2/Baccalaureate
Colleges

$5,101

$278

$3,644

$199

1/Associate’s
Colleges

*Existing customers who have purchased prior year subject collections may choose
to purchase the titles published in the current year through a “top up.”

Subject Collections
Environmental Science Collection

Philosophy Collection

The Environmental Science Collection consists of more
than 330 titles, including those to be released in 2021. Topics covered in the collection include energy, climate change,
transportation, urbanism, food studies, sustainability, politics
and policy, environmental economics, environmental humanities, and more. Authors include the Nobel Prize winner
Stephen S. Schneider and leaders from academia, government, and NGOs.
The collection is available for purchase. Purchasers may
elect to “top up” their collections to maintain completeness.

The Philosophy Collection consists of over 390 titles, including those to be released in 2021. Topics covered include
philosophy of mind, perception, ethics and bioethics, philosophy of science and technology, consciousness, language,
and more. Authors include Daniel Dennett, Christopher
Koch, Giorgio Agamben, Slavoj Zizek, Peter Pesic, John R.
Searle, Jerry Fodor, Theodor Adorno, George Santayana,
Ruth Millikan, and many others.
The collection is available for purchase. Purchasers may
elect to “top up” their collections to maintain completeness.

Pricing
Pricing tiers are based on the most currently available
Carnegie Basic Classification (US) and on institutional FTE
(full time enrollment) and the highest degree offered (intl).
Corporate rates are equivalent to tier 5. For quotes or questions, please email mitp-library-relations@mit.edu

Pricing
Pricing tiers are based on the most currently available
Carnegie Basic Classification (US) and on institutional FTE
(full time enrollment) and the highest degree offered (intl).
Corporate rates are equivalent to tier 5. For quotes or questions, please email mitp-library-relations@mit.edu

Tier

Perpetual Price

2021 Top Up*

5/Doctoral
Universities FTE
10,000+

$18,960

$900

4/Doctoral
Universities FTE
5,000+

$14,220

3/Master’s
Universities and
Colleges

Tier

Perpetual Price

2021 Top Up*

5/Doctoral
Universities FTE
10,000+

$24,310

$825

$675

4/Doctoral
Universities FTE
5,000+

$18,233

$619

$9,480

$450

3/Master’s
Universities and
Colleges

$12,155

$412

2/Baccalaureate
Colleges

$6,636

$315

2/Baccalaureate
Colleges

$8,509

$289

1/Associate’s
Colleges

$4,740

$225

1/Associate’s Colleges

$6,077

$206

*Existing customers who have purchased prior year subject collections may choose
to purchase the titles published in the current year through a “top up.”

